
Leading legal experts in 
Europe, Middle East & Africa

The Legal 500’s Hall of Fame recognizes our Senior and Managing Partner, Stavros Pavlou, 
as “one of the 2-3 best and most bright Cypriot litigators” and “a true master of strategic 
thinking” in the Dispute Resolution area. He is recommended “without any reservation” for 
being “a prominent arbitrator locally and internationally” and for finding a way to cut 
through complexity. He is further a leading individual in Tax and an expert international tax 
advisor and trust practitioner, while he is also highly recommended as an expert in 
Corporate, Commercial and M&A, Banking and Finance and Real Estate & Construction. 

Head of Litigation, Mr Chrysostomos Nicolaou is highly recommended in the Dispute 
Resolution area for being “an enormously experienced litigator”, along with Head of 
Banking Litigation Mrs Stella Louka Pavlou, who is “a very respected banking litigation 
expert”. Eleana Christofi is regarded a Next Generation Partner in Dispute Resolution, 
recognized as “probably the best litigator of her generation in Cyprus with an enormous 
work ethic”. 

Legal 500’s Leading Individuals list also includes Mrs Lia Iordanou Theodoulou, who is 
“extremely responsive and reliable and can think outside of the box” in the Banking & 
Finance area, and Stella Strati who is “dedicated to delivering first-class results” in the 
Corporate, Commercial and M&A area. Mrs Theodoulou is also highly recommended in 
Corporate, Commercial and M&A as “an absolute star who knows how to get transactions 
completed efficiently”. Leading Partner Stella Strati is also highly recommended as a Next 
Generation Partner in Tax and Real Estate and Construction, and as a key lawyer in Banking 
& Finance, “for her 360 awareness of all legal matters”. Partner Angeliki Epaminonda 
“always acts as a professional to the highest standards” and is a notable practitioner in 
Banking & Finance and Corporate, Commercial and M&A.

The Legal 500 also recognizes Zoe Potsi, “very responsive and sharp” Angelos Onisiforou, 
and Stylianos Trillides as Key Lawyers. 

Our firm’s “first-class services” are therefore delivered by outstanding heads of 
departments and a highly qualified and talented team of associates and legal consultants. 
Thank you to our clients and associates for their extraordinary comments. We will continue 
providing top tier legal services, managing complexity “with out of the box and innovative 
legal thinking”.

www.pavlaw.com Follow us:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/patrikios-pavlou-&-co/?viewAsMember=true
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